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Abstract
Laughter has shown quantifiable physiological and psychological positive effects on
certain aspects of health. Therapeutic laughter can be used in mental health with
preventive intent (life-style medicine) or complementary/alternative approach to
other established therapeutic strategies, and can be lumped into the following three
groups:
1. Spontaneous laughter.
2. Simulated laughter.
3. Stimulated laughter.

Current laughter therapy is mainly aimed at experiencing the binomial simulatedspontaneous laughter so as to achieve all its health benefits. Simulated laughter is
based on the knowledge that the body cannot distinguish between simulated and
spontaneous laughter; therefore, their corresponding health effects are alleged to be
alike. Either way health-related outcomes are produced. Indeed, simulated laughter
may lead to a higher laughter dose (greater intensity and duration at will) which might
create greater health outcomes. The effective use of simulated laughter (and other
laughter techniques) for therapeutic purposes in mental health needs to be learned,
practiced, and developed as any other therapeutic strategy.
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Therapeutic simulated laughter is thus a modern approach whose fundamentals are
the following:

1. Laughter experience is based on well-defined methods, which results in less
clinical practice variability, as compared to other laughter interventions.
2. Safe, easy to practice and share.

3. No thinking is required; it fosters joy.

4. It is contagious and can easily be converted into spontaneous laughter when
experienced in a group.
5. It allows full therapeutic laughter experience at proper duration and intensity.

Simulated laughter techniques consist of different exercises within every stage of
laughter sessions. The library of simulated laughter exercises is virtually infinite.
Simulated laughter techniques can be easily implemented and cost-effective
for therapeutic use in mental health. Therapeutic simulated laughter is entirely
feasible and appears to be the most realistic, sustainable and generalizable laughter
intervention to be used in clinical practice and future laughter research.
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Introduction
Laughter may have both preventive (life-style medicine) and
therapeutic values. The biomedical literature available to date
supports different indications and health benefits of humor/
laughter therapy [1-6], which depend not only on the expression
of laughter itself, but also on the underlying positive emotions
(hilarity-humor, joy, euphoria, fun, well-being, optimism,
satisfaction, and many others). There are probably many forms
of laughter as individual differences and potential moods [7]. Any
kind of laughter has not been reported as more therapeutic than
other; however, therapeutic laughter must include a combination
of body, mind and be willing, and can be lumped into the following
three groups [8]:
Submit Manuscript | http://medcraveonline.com

1. Genuine or spontaneous laughter.
2. Simulated laughter.

3. Stimulated laughter.

Spontaneous laughter, unrelated to one’s own free will, is
triggered by different (external) stimuli and positive emotions.
Simulated laughter is triggered by oneself at will (self-induced,
self-initiated, voluntary), with no specific reason (purposeful,
unconditional), and therefore not elicited by humor, fun, other
stimuli or positive emotions. And stimulated laughter happens
as a result of the physical contact or action (reflex) of certain
external stimuli (tickle, hugs, massages, others). Therapeutic
value of laughter would concern in particular the first two types,
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spontaneous and simulated laughter, and to a lesser extent,
stimulated laughter [8].

Therapeutic laughter has shown a positive effect on mental
health [4,11-14]. Indeed, some research has also explored the
predictive potential of laughter as a diagnostic tool in the onset
and evolution of depression and, potentially, of neuropsychiatric
disorders. Therapeutic laughter is usually adequate in the
different age groups and in different conditions and clinical
settings [5,16-18] and universally well tolerated, with very
limited side effects and contraindications [19]. Once it has
been estimated that a laughter intervention may be indicated
for an individual or a group, its effective use for preventive or
therapeutic purposes needs to be learned and practiced as any
other therapeutic strategy. Inviting and facilitating laughter
techniques in therapy is not the same as developing and using
humor to make the patient laugh. Humor is not necessary to
have subsequent laughter. Adults can laugh without it as do
infants and children. Health care professionals do not have to
be stand-up comics, clowns or magicians to bring laughter into
clinical settings [20,21]. Just by acknowledging how important
laughter can be, and having a cheerful and spirited approach is
a good place to start. To achieve significant mental health effects,
laughter needs to be of sufficient duration and intensity. Taking
into account possible age and gender differences may also help
improve the relationship with the patient and optimize laughter
interventions in the clinical setting. Modern therapeutic laughter,
as a noninvasive and non-pharmacological intervention, is mainly
based on achieving the binomial simulated-spontaneous laughter,
alone or most commonly in a group, so as to experience all its
health benefits. Simulated laughter is currently a growing field
of scientific research and getting increasingly popular worldwide
since it is the foundation of the Laughter Club movement
(Laughter Yoga [22]) and others. The aim of this review was to
discuss and describe the different simulated laughter techniques
for therapeutic use in mental health. To our knowledge, this is the
first review to be conducted specifically on this subject.

Discussion

Simulated laughter, as a type of therapeutic laughter, has also
shown some quantifiable effects on certain aspects of health,
including mental health [9,23-25]; however, current empirical data
for all its benefits is more limited, as compared to spontaneous
laughter, and further research is warranted. Simulated laughter
techniques are based on the knowledge that the body cannot
distinguish between spontaneous and simulated laughter;
therefore, their corresponding health-related benefits are alleged
to be alike provided the simulated laughter is experienced with
a minimum of enthusiasm. Either way health-related outcomes
are deemed to be produced. Although the laughter experienced
in simulated laughter techniques is firstly voluntary, self-initiated
or self-induced, the corresponding laughter exercises enable the
act of making eye contact when performed in a group, enacting
playful behaviors and emotional wellness (positive emotions),
and being highly contagious from/to other participants, which
generally transitions the laughter itself from laughter that is
initially simulated to laughter that becomes spontaneous. Indeed,
simulated laughter may lead to increased intensity and duration
of laughter, both through intentionally self-initiating deep and
extended laughter at will, and through shifting into spontaneous
laughter triggered through the eye contact, playful behaviors,
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positive emotions, and contagion experienced and shared among
participants. These two concomitant effects have the potential to
result in increased “laughter exposure” and greater accompanying
health outcomes [9].
Simulated laughter fundamentals for therapeutic use in clinical
practice, including mental health, are as follows:

1. It is based on well-defined techniques and corresponding
exercises
2. It is easy and anybody can do it. No thinking is required.
3. It fosters joy and it is empowering.
4. It is socially and emotionally safe.
5. It is transmittable.

6. It can easily be converted into spontaneous laughter when
experienced in a group.

7. It helps dissolve inhibition and release of laughter, serve
as a warm-up practice, and allow full therapeutic laughter
experience at proper duration and intensity so as to achieve
all its health benefits [9].

The following five rules are to be advised to patients or
participants prior to starting simulated laughter techniques [26]:
1. No new pain: respect one‘s body. Nothing should be painful
or uncomfortable.

2. Fake is fine: whether genuinely laughing or not makes little
difference. Either way everybody will benefit from the
exercise.

3. Maintain eye contact: this is very important and helps keeping
one’s mind into the “here now”. Also, laughter is visually very
contagious.
4. No talking: talking or joking sabotages one’s own laughter
potential. Let it flow freely.

5. Act happy, joyful and energetic, and move around: interact
with others, smile and let everybody hear everybody’s
laughs. A joyful spirit is noisy. Acting this way will help make
everybody feel just like it.

An individual laughter session within a therapeutic laughter
intervention typically consists of three stages [27]:
I. Opening and warm-up.

II. Experiencing positive emotions, humor and laughter.

III. Recovery, closure and evaluation.

The pace and content (laughter techniques) of each session
is adapted to suit the needs and requirements of the group
participating. The duration of an individual laughter session
usually ranges between a minimum of 20 minutes and a maximum
of 2 hours, at least twice a week during a minimum of 6-8 weeks[8]
(laughter intervention). Laughter should be experienced for at
least 3 minutes in total per individual session. Since simulated
laughter experience is based on well-defined techniques and
corresponding exercises, its methodological/therapeutic
approach appears to be less therapist-dependent among different
laughter therapists and across different laughter sessions;
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therefore, less clinical practice variability is likely to be found, as
compared to other therapeutic laughter interventions. Indeed,
simulated laughter techniques may help clinical therapists both to
preclude laughter absence (as some individuals exposed to other
laughter techniques do not always laugh) and to better adjust
laughter for its proper intensity and duration, since laughter may
not be able to be prescribed and followed at a conventional ‘dose
level’. Therefore, therapeutic simulated laughter, as compared
to other therapeutic laughter techniques, appears to be the
most sustainable and generalizable laughter intervention to be
employed in clinical practice and future laughter research [9].
Table 1 summarizes the different laughter techniques and
corresponding exercises (list is complete but not exhaustive), most
commonly implemented in a group, by which the clinical therapist
can generate therapeutic simulated laughter within every stage
of laughter sessions for mental health purposes, which may be
either used alone or combined with additional spontaneous or
stimulated laughter techniques. Solo laughter refers to a series
of different simulated laughter exercises for laughing alone in
any place or condition (i.e. when laughing in a group may not be
feasible, for those unable to move and exercise). Solo laughter
also helps develop a positive conditioning of joy and bodily
experience of laughter by doing laughter and breathing exercises

Table 1: Simulated laughter techniques for therapeutic use in mental health.
Stages

Techniques

Laughter releasers
and icebreakers

Exercises that help rescue
laughter and burst out laughing
when laughter is blocked or
captive.

Laughter introductors

Exercises that allow introduction and presentation;
communication, body language
and cooperation.

Laughter sounds
1.

Opening
and warmup

Description

By pronouncing funny words
or sounds with much scandal, laughter is more easily
triggered off, transmitted and
experienced.

Laughter tables

By rehearsing laughter, following a list of different syllable
combinations or repetitions.

Laughter gymnastics

By breathing, phono-respiratory coordination, facial/
body massages and exercises,
placing, intonation.

Laughter music &
arts

By playing funny music, singing, dancing, movement.

Electronic laughter

By synthetized laughter, mobile
apps, voice shapers, others.
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without having to go and participate in a therapeutic laughter
group. There is no one way of laughing alone and the clinical
therapist helps develop everybody’s own comfort zone with
different sounds, gestures, postures, and exercises which work
best to facilitate laughter. Laughter Yoga [22] stands for a set of
simulated laughter techniques and corresponding exercises, most
usually performed in a group, which are combined with a series of
simple and gentle exercises that are repeated one after the other
and progressively infused with a lot of childlike playfulness. Most
laughter yoga sessions commonly last about 20-30 minutes, and
up to 45 minutes as they add a laughter meditation at the end of
their regular session. The Laughter Wellness method [28] is a
Western evolution of laughter yoga sessions, designed to amplify
a positive attitude, which integrates the best of numerous other
similar modalities in a cohesive and fluid whole that is easy to
implement. In summary, the library of therapeutic simulated
laughter techniques and corresponding exercises is virtually
infinite [27], and by considering many different possibilities and
combinations with additional therapeutic techniques, further
exercises can be developed and added: for different age groups
(children, adults, seniors); to laugh standing up, on a chair, lying
on the floor; with or without props, with music, dance, movement,
using different body parts; depending on level of physical fitness,
underlying health conditions, or preventive or therapeutic aims.

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Sample Exercises

Hold-on laughter: Burst out laughing when breath cannot be
hold any longer.
Gradient laughter: Fake a smile; giggle, then laugh slowly and
gradually increase in tempo and volume.
Hearty laughter: Spread the arms up, laugh and direct your
laughter to come straight from your heart, bring the arms
down and again raise them up.

Presentation laughter: Introduce yourself and laugh as you do
so.
Greeting laughter: Greet everybody the way you normally greet
(e.g. shake hands) and replace words with laughter.

Nonsense laughter: Talks with nonsense words ("gibberish")
and laughs.
Language laughter: Tongue-twisters, funny syllables and words.
Wild laughter: growling, howling, and making sounds of animals,
childhood, or funny embarrassing situations.
Vowel laughter: Haha, hahoo, heeha, heehoo, heehahoo, others.
Consonant laughter: Meehoo, meehee, meehaa, seehaa, seemoo,
and all other combinations with different vowel and consonant
sounds.
Laughter counting: Ha, haha, hahaha... until achieving
continuous laugh.
Breathing laughter: diaphragmatic breathing and laughing.
Body laughter: laughing while playing faces and gestures that
are fun and funny, practicing bodily movements (stretching,
bending, jumping tumbling, others), relaxing mouth floor,
modulating laughter.
Singing laughter: funny karaoke, play-back staging, distorted
songs.
Arts laughter: crazy dancing, choreography practice, laughter
choirs.

Computer laughter: Laughter apps, electronic mirrors, funny
cameras.
Passive laughter: by watching/listening recorded laughter.
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Stages

2.

Experiencing positive
emotions,
humor and
laugther

Techniques

Description

Emotional wellness

By pantomiming any action and
adding laughter on top.

Physical workout

Laughter exercises involving
aerobic training, balance,
flexibility, mobility, abdominal
press, resistance and strength
training, and improving lung
capacity.

Playful behaviors

By engaging in playful
movements to help dissolve
inhibitions.

Special laughter
techniques

3.

Closure, recovery, and
evaluation

Solo laughter

•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Cross-brain exercises; word
games, empowering behaviors and conversations; group
games; laughter competition.

Floor exercises

They are often the best part of
any laughter session because
this is when most people usually choose to ‘let go’ and truly
laugh. Floor exercises are also
supported and enhanced by
stimulated laughter advantages, due to physical contact.

Laughter meditation

By alternating simulated laughter and silence.

•
•

•

•

•
•

Exercises for laughing alone in any place or condition.

Laughter Yoga
[22]

By combining simple and gentle exercises and simulated laughter among all the techniques listed above.

Laughter [28]
Wellness method

Modern approach (Western evolution of Laugher Yoga)
designed to amplify a positive attitude.

Conclusion

•

Laughter, along with other preventive and therapeutic
interventions, is a sound prescription as a wonderful way to
enhance mental health [3-4,29]. Moreover, proponents of ‘positive
psychology’ have identified humor and laughter as one of the 24
positive personal values and attributes [30,31]. Hence laughter

•
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Sample Exercises

Elevator laughter: Stand all in a clump as if in a crowded elevator and laugh.
Hugging laughter: Hug and laugh.
Laughter sneeze: Sneeze and laugh. Ah, aaah, aaaaaaah, ha ha
ha haaaaa...
Touch the sky laughter: Make a big circle and hold hands. Run
towards the center of this circle while shouting and extending
the sound “aeee”. Then let our laughter burst out looking up
when that center is reached.
Flying bird laughter: Flap your wings and fly around laughing.
Laughter cream: Rub your hands together rapidly until you
start feeling some heat. You are preparing some powerful and
healing laughter cream. When ready apply the cream all over
your body and laugh as you do so.
Regal laughter: Walk like a king/queen between two rows of
applauding subjects.
Laughter revival: Revive an unconscious person with laughter.

Poetry laughter: Conversation with chained rhyme only.
Zipper laughter: Two rows of people standing, squeezed as
much as possible (almost ear to ear, the closer they are one to
another, the better), and fake laughter, looking left and right as
they do so.
Bulls eye laughter: Lie down in a circle with head towards the
centre and start laughing.
Head on belly laughter: Have each participant put their head
on the abdomen of the person behind them. When all are in
position invite them to try to bounce the head on their abdomen
laughing.
Rowing laughter: Have participants sit on the floor and wrap
their legs around the waist of the person in front of them. Be
very close! Next have all row an imaginary boat in synchronicity
as they laugh.
Silent laughter: Start by being completely still and silent while
sitting or lying down, eyes closed, and letting any laughter come
out freely after a while.
Laugh with yourself: Acknowledge a mistake and laugh with
yourself pointing your index or thumb at your chest as if saying
“I messed up!”.
Lion laughter: Before a mirror, open your mouth wide, stick
your tongue out fully, use your hands as if they were paws and
roar laughing like a lion.
Crying laughter: Sad crying as you lean forward, laugh as you
come back up.

Three exercises that are repeated one after the other and progressively infused with a lot of childlike playfulness:
•
Clapping in rhythm while chanting "ho ho ha ha ha".
•
Breathing deeply / stretching.
•
Simulating specific life situations while replacing words and
motion with laughter (laughter yoga exercises).
•

Life-affirming exercises filled with simple and safe interactions
that help create and sustain positive energies to benefit the body,
mind and spirit.

interventions deserve a special place in the clinical setting [3234]. Therapeutic simulated laughter is a modern approach
based on the knowledge that the body cannot distinguish
between spontaneous and simulated laughter; therefore, their
corresponding health-related benefits are alleged to be alike.
Simulated laughter has also shown some quantifiable effects on
certain aspects of health, including mental health. The library
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of simulated laughter exercises is virtually infinite. Unlike
other therapies which are more time-consuming, committed
or expensive, simulated laughter techniques can be easily
implemented and cost-effective for therapeutic use in mental
health. Therapeutic simulated laughter is entirely feasible and
appears to be the most realistic, sustainable and generalizable
laughter intervention to be applied in clinical practice and future
laughter research.
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